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In this short biography, Michael Schaller, acclaimed historian of the American political right, offers readers a
poignant account of Ronald Reagan's life and achievements, from his small-town upbringing in rural Illinois
to his cinematic success in Hollywood, entry into politics as governor of California, and meteoric rise to the
White House, where he served for eight years. The polarizing Great Communicator oversaw many
developments that changed the face of American politics and life-the Iran-Contra Affair, the establishment of
"Reaganomics," the largest military buildup in peacetime US history--and as such remains a figure about
whom much is written and much has yet to be discovered. Schaller revisits each of these episodes during and
leading up to the Reagan presidency, taking into account the latest scholarship and research. In doing so, he
makes clear their significance at the time and in later years.

While most presidential biographies approach 1,000 pages, this succinct narrative comes in at just over 100
pages, continuing the tradition of excellence in brevity established by James McPherson's New York Times
bestseller Abraham Lincoln and Alan Brinkley's recent short biography of Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
Schaller's biography of Ronald Reagan will be available in time to commemorate the centennial of Reagan's
birth, an opportune time to reflect on the accomplishments of America's fortieth president.
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From reader reviews:

Herb Baker:

The book Ronald Reagan can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. Exactly
why must we leave a good thing like a book Ronald Reagan? A number of you have a different opinion
about e-book. But one aim this book can give many info for us. It is absolutely suitable. Right now, try to
closer together with your book. Knowledge or info that you take for that, you may give for each other; it is
possible to share all of these. Book Ronald Reagan has simple shape nevertheless, you know: it has great and
large function for you. You can appear the enormous world by available and read a book. So it is very
wonderful.

Matilda Greiner:

The event that you get from Ronald Reagan is a more deep you searching the information that hide in the
words the more you get thinking about reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to be aware of but
Ronald Reagan giving you enjoyment feeling of reading. The copy writer conveys their point in certain way
that can be understood by means of anyone who read that because the author of this publication is well-
known enough. That book also makes your current vocabulary increase well. So it is easy to understand then
can go along, both in printed or e-book style are available. We suggest you for having that Ronald Reagan
instantly.

Jessica Keith:

What is your hobby? Have you heard in which question when you got college students? We believe that that
query was given by teacher to their students. Many kinds of hobby, All people has different hobby. And you
also know that little person including reading or as reading through become their hobby. You need to
understand that reading is very important and also book as to be the factor. Book is important thing to
provide you knowledge, except your current teacher or lecturer. You see good news or update about
something by book. Many kinds of books that can you decide to try be your object. One of them is actually
Ronald Reagan.

Cleora Yarbro:

Some individuals said that they feel fed up when they reading a book. They are directly felt the idea when
they get a half portions of the book. You can choose the actual book Ronald Reagan to make your own
reading is interesting. Your own personal skill of reading proficiency is developing when you such as
reading. Try to choose basic book to make you enjoy to see it and mingle the feeling about book and
examining especially. It is to be very first opinion for you to like to available a book and learn it. Beside that
the e-book Ronald Reagan can to be your brand-new friend when you're feel alone and confuse using what
must you're doing of this time.
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